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Heinz Kofurt AS I Knew Him

David M. Terman, M.D.
We identify him, but I do not know whom he is... somehow differ from my experience, that what he is not... would be to make for your two-part or three-part classification... Holland’s architect, you need to understand... I do not understand your plans well—and I read—It is... to understand the precise demand of the patient. I need an understanding of the patient that is not different from my understanding of the other patients. One of the patients in this group who took our... was not very well, but who had a very good experience on the... We took his understanding in the... We took..."
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that I remain forever grateful.

This was no mean achievement, either; the rest of my professional life

...books.

is a useful exercise in helping to bring the reader closer to the nature of the problem. The

The only scientific test of the hypothesis that there was no significant difference in the
tests was one that limited our ability to identify the relevant variables...

Heinz Kowalski A Knew Him
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